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+Millennials 

n American teens and twenty-
somethings who are making the 
passage into adulthood at the start of a 
new millennium  

n Confident, self-expressive, liberal, 
upbeat and open to change. 

n More ethnically and racially diverse 
than older adults.  

n Less religious 



+Millennials  

n On track to become the most educated 
generation in American history. 

n Their entry into careers and first jobs 
has been badly set back by the Great 
Recession 

n More upbeat than their elders about 
their own economic futures as well as 
about the overall state of the nation 



+
Millennials 

n 80 M strong- the biggest age group in American 
history 

n Globalization, social media, the exporting of 
western culture, the speed of change (2-3 yrs), 
information revolution. 

n Hackers vs. corps, bloggers vs. newspapers, 
terrorists vs. nationalists, YouTube vs. studios, 
app makers vs. entire industries 



+
Millennials  

n Continuous learning (beyond what they 
can find on YouTube and google)- 
application and personal development 

n Need constant feedback 

n Mentoring and coaching 

n Open to change 

n Challenge hierarchical structures 



+ Millenials 

n Motivated by meaning- “knowing that I am 
helping to make a positive difference in the 
world is more important than professional 
recognition.” 

n Seeking a connection between their 
profession/vocation/field of study and their 
faith. 



+Religious or not…? 

n The number of young adults who say they pray 
every day rivals the portion of young people 
who said the same in prior decades. 

n While belief in God is lower among young 
adults than among older adults, Millennials say 
they believe in God with absolute certainty at 
rates similar to those seen among Gen Xers a 
decade ago. 



+
Religious or not….? 

n  7 of every 10 youth believe that there is no 
absolute moral truth 

n  8 of every 10 believe that truth is relative to 
the person and his/her circumstances 

n  The relevant question is the significance of 
life. What is the purpose of life? How can 
we make a difference in life? 

n  Out of the many truths to choose from the 
one that best addresses the deep passions 
of their hearts will be the one they choose. 



+ Authority of scriptures 

n The authority of the scriptures is not based on its 
literal truth 

n It is based on whether or not it has made a 
transformative difference in their lives. 

n Can the teachings of Jesus-can being his disciple 
help me make a difference in the world? 



+ Making a Difference 

n Most YP want to make a difference in the world.  
They believe they can in spite of the difficulties of 
their generation. They remain optimistic.  They are 
the hackers of life.  

n Relationship, mystery, experience, passion, 
creativity, spontaneity and wonder are the 
ingredients of their lives and for ministry 

n The children of the kingdom: salt, leaven & light. 



+ Discipleship 

n To incarnate the love of Christ in their midst- 
model unconditional love 

n Spiritual practices that create communion with 
God- meditation (listen to God), spiritual 
direction, rituals such as baptism & communion 

n The spiritual practice of compassion- 
opportunities to serve in the community 



+
Discipleship 

n The practice of Bible study- confronting faith 
with the difficult questions of life 

n Practices of sharing the faith- storytelling- as a 
way of transmitting and translating the truths of 
faith 

n Practice of making ordinary places into holy 
places 

 



+ Disciples that make a difference  

n Listen- To love God with all your heart- 
orthopathos, correct feelings.  Hearing the 
emotions and passions underneath the 
layers of the expectations of the culture. To 
hear the heart of God. Can take place 
through prayer, drama , music, art, research 
and observation.  We are careful not to 
think that emotions capture the fullness of 
reality. 



+ Disciples that make a difference  

n Understand- Love God with all our 
mind, ortho-optomai, to see correctly.  
Involvement in analysis, questioning 
situations and limitations in their lives.  
Analyzing the socio-cultural, economic, 
political and psychological influences of 
their context and the world.  We are 
careful of believing that thoughts alone 
can bring us close to God and we close 
ourselves off from the joy of life. 



+ Disciples that make a difference  

n Dream- Love God with all your soul, 
orthodoxy, correct imagination.  We bring 
the sources of the Christian tradition to 
answer the questions of the context.  How 
does our faith help us to imagine the 
possibilities for the world differently 
(peace, justice, abundance)?  What does 
Jesus think and feel in our world today?  
Bible study, biblio-drama, prayer and 
other spiritual practices can help us.  We 
are careful not to spiritualize everything. 



+ Disciples that  
make a difference  

n Act- Love the Lord with all your strength, 
orthopraxis, correct action.  Looking for ways to 
respond in accordance with our faith in the world 
to create a culture that represents the values of 
the reign of God.  Seeking to become agents of 
the fullness of God, seeking to create changes in 
their communities.  Some ways to do this are: art, 
protest, think tanks, creating new structures for 
youth.  We are careful of activism and burn-out 
where we lose our appreciation of God. 
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+ Relationships are the Key 

n They seek relationships that are authentic 

n They text, phone or do face to face- all the same. 

n Social media provides more ways to be in touch- 
chat, message, tweet, instagram, facebook….  

n They will check you out first.  

n Be a mentor 



+Mentoring 

n This relationship is one that promotes 
mutual growth, learning and development. 

n  It focuses on building a structured and 
trusting relationship 

n Facilitates the development of life/faith 
skills 

n Assists in obtaining additional resources 

n Increases the ability to interact with people/
groups/things from various backgrounds 
(cultural, racial, socioeconomic, etc.) 



+ A mentor is: 

n A trusted guide or friend 

n A caring, responsible adult 

n A positive role model 

n A good listener 

n Persistent 

n Committed 

n Patient 
 



+ Qualities of a successful mentor 

n Personal commitment to be involved 
with another person  

n Respect for individuals and for their 
abilities and right to make their own 
choices in life 

n Ability to listen and accept different 
points of view 



+
Qualities of a successful mentor 

n Ability to empathize with 
another person’s struggles 

n Ability to see solutions and 
opportunities as well as 
barriers 

n Flexibility and openness 



+Qualities of the relationship 

n Confidentiality- Maintaining 
confidentiality is an important part of the 
mentor relationship.  Without a 
commitment to confidentiality, it may be 
hard to build trust .   

n Building Trust and Rapport- Establishing 
trust and building rapport are very closely 
connected.   Trust is the trait of believing in 
the honesty and reliability of others.  It is 
essential for a productive and positive 
mentor relationship.   



+ Listening 

n Active listening—Listening is one of the 
most important jobs that the mentor has.   Be 
sure to really listen. Often we think we’re 
listening, but instead we might be focused 
on what we want to say next, or a story of our 
own that resonates.  

n Pausing— Sometimes we need time to think. 
Try to allow times of silence and pause in 
your conversations so the other person has 
time and space to think.  If you ask a question 
and they take a moment to respond, allow 
them some silent thinking time. 



+
Asking open-ended questions 

n Ask questions that cannot be 
answered “yes” or “no”.  Open-
ended questions invite more 
thinking and encourage a fuller, 
more meaningful answer. 

n  Reflection leads to 
transformation 



+ Communication barriers: 
 

n Moralizing 

n Arguing 

n Preaching 

n Storytelling 

n Talking too much 

n Always offering solutions 



+ Integrating values 

n Believe in people 

n Work with what others are most 
motivated to accomplish 

n Empower others to take responsibility 

n Communicate honor and respect in a 
judgment free conversation 

n Celebrate each person as unique 



+ Powerful questions 

n Incorporate values into open questions 

n What was significant to you about this 
experience? 

n Who do you know who could help you with that? 

n How does that make you feel? 

n What have you learned from this situation? 

n What is motivating your action/decision to do 
that? 



+ Powerful questions 

n What choices would give you the greatest 
sense of accomplishment? 

n If no one else in this situation changes, what 
can you do to make things better? 

n How do you feel about your action in this 
situation? 

n When you accomplish that how will it change 
your life? 

n How do you see yourself changing as a result 
of this experience? 



+ Morality 

n The formation of inner rules based on what is right or 
wrong.  The inner compass. 

n Values and virtues based on social implications such as 
respect, honor, responsability, loyalty or family unity.   

n Includes the interaction between affect, intellect, 
emotions and behavior 

n Decision making based on those rules-virtues 

n The ways that these decisions become behaviors and 
human sentiments.   



+ Morality 

n The ability to put into practice 
the norms of society or a group 

n Has to do with the network of 
connections and relations in 
which one participates at the 
personal and institutional levels.  



+ Inner life and the Spirit 

n Paul and the life of the Spirit 

n The internal process of the 
person. 

n The role that the Spirit plays 
in this internal process  

n The workings of the Spirit in 
us. (Spiritual direction and 
discernment).  



+ Developing the inner voice 

n God created each person in God’s image. At age 2 
the inner voice begins to be activated by the ruach 
of God which gave us life. 

n The inner voice has a “me” and becomes indignant 
at things that go against that me- anger.   

n This “me” has in internal voice that begins as a set of 
impulses.  Then it learns to respond and interact as 
we experience our world of family and church.  

n That inner voice becomes compassionate responses 
and then, as vocation, it becomes the passion with 
which we engage the world. 



+ Cultivating the  
inner voice 

n Opportunities to examine the reasons for our 
conduct and the directions or consequences of 
our actions.  

n Parents, pastors, teachers, & mentors model 
their own thought processes as they open up to 
show the reasoning for their own actions. We 
can also show these in the biblical characters- 
David, Samson, Abraham, Jesus, Paul, Jephta’s 
daughter, Tamar, Rizpah. 



+ Cultivating the  
inner voice 

n Create contracts of maturity rather 
than unilateral rules where young 
people are not consulted.  

n Unilateral rules cultivate an external 
voice that later becomes the external 
voice of their peers, the media, etc.  



+ Cultivating the inner voice 

n Family or church meetings where we practice 
problem solving and communal discernment 
openly and where we analyze and deal with 
conflict resolution. 

n Talk about what is underlying our decisions 
and difference of opinions.  

n Articulate our ideals as these develop our 
morality- justice, love for neighbor, the fruits of 
the Spirit (Gal. 5:22-24). 



+Cultivating the inner voice 

n These ways of thinking are the habits of the 
mind and conduct that we want to devleop 
in the life of the congregation.  

n We promote these in all aspects of the 
church’s life and teaching (modeling and 
reasoning) because they shape the 
structures of our life together. Our life 
together becomes more than our lives apart 
from each other. 



+ Cultivating the inner voice 
n YP reflect the morality/inmorality of their 

surroundings such as lack of resources, after 
school activities, jobs with a living wage for 
their parents, adequate housing. (“You do 
what you gotta do” 

n This is why we create opportunities for social 
initiatives in the community with a biblical 
base.  They are very passionate about these 
matters.  



+ Cultivating the inner voice 

n Positive relationships with adults (SONPA) 

n Feeling connected to family, church and other 
institutions in the community.  

n The guidance, supervision (not vigilance), and 
counsel of parents and church working in tandem 
to help them reflect on respect and other moral 
themes 



+ Faith, Reason & Justice   

n Cuando el pueblo de Dios se compromete  suceden 
cosas. 

n Reason understands the inequalities and injustices-
their roots, history, and damages. 

n Faith is to plant the seeds of life in the sh** of injustice. 
The seed in that ground will transform the very crappy 
ground which would deny life. The seed will turn into 
justice. 

n Justice creates a path for a breakthrough to life, light, 
and love. Jesus is the way. He brings abundance. God 
is love. 



+ Faith, Reason & Justice   

n Greater things than these shall you do!  

n In each generation, new idols create new 
injustices and we need greater things-new gifts, 
new ministries, new “vinculos”-the tissues that 
bind together the different organs in the body.  

n You will do greater things-the power of the 
resurrection is among us!  
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